
AYIN-BET (The 72 Names of God) ~Reflections

When God created the world, He knew that we, the vessels, could not receive His awesome, blazing
Light in Its totality. This Kabbalistic notion can be likened to a tripped circuit breaker caused by an
overload of electric current. It can also be compared to the light of the sun, which would incinerate the
entire earth if it were to ever approach too close. The Creator, in His infinite wisdom, therefore
concealed the greater portion of His Light so as not to overwhelm that which He created. The Zohar
("Book of Splendor") recounts the process of how this hidden Light began to be revealed.

As we correct and transform our crude, immoral nature, we reveal a measure of hidden Light in direct
proportion to the degree of inner change we've undergone. It is this spiritual change that expands our
internal vessel, allowing us to receive a greater portion of hidden Light. The Hebrew letters radiate this
hidden Light into our day-to-day existence.

The Hebrew letters are the instruments of Creation. They are genetic strands of cosmic DNA. The
letters transcend religion, race, geography, and the very concept of language. They are instruments of
power.

This truth is found within the Hebrew word for "letter" (ot), which means "pulse" or "vibration," indicating
a flow of energy. By virtue of their shapes, sounds, and sequences, Hebrew letters radiate a wide range
of forces. Their influence is universal, their scope, sweeping. Their power is shared with all mankind,
though this illuminating truth has been concealed for millennia. Their sacred energy removes rash and
intolerant emotions, fear, and anxiety from our beings. Their spiritual influence cleanses destructive
impulses from our natures. The Light they emit purifies our hearts.
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